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Overview
• Why we want a Science of Cyber-Security
• Why it’s challenging to attain
• The nature of empirical science as it 

relates to security
– Research culture, reproducibility
– Sure would be good to have data …

• The power of holistic analyses …
– … and opportunism
– … and meta-empiricism



Why Science?
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Science of Cyber-Security

• Surely there’s some way to get a handle 
on the incessant threats we face … ?

• Science = prediction + control
– … via apt understanding/modeling
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4. Experiment
5. Analyze
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1. Characterize
2. Hypothesize
3. Predict
4. Experiment
5. Analyze
6. Repeat …

1. Disseminate
2. Independently confirm 

All with a degree of rigor.
But varies hugely with problem 
domain:

e.g. keystroke biometrics 
vs.

cybercrime payment 
disruption





But What Kind of Science? (S. Savage)

• Like math: 
u Has an axiomatic basis, once you derive principals and 

implement them, everything will be secure (e.g., crypto)
• Like a physical science (e.g., experimental physics):

u There is real Platonic truth and we can discover it by generalizing 
from experimental evidence (e.g., biometrics)

• Like war-fighting/criminology:
u There is an adversary innovating ways to outsmart us and

we must react, anticipate and out innovate them
• Like engineering: functionality vs. cost/time/effort
• Like a social science (e.g., sociology/economics):

u There are contextual truths discoverable via experiments / field 
work, and some of them might be generalizable
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Perspective #1:
Boy do things change fast …

Consider an analogy: Networking





= 80% growth/year

Data courtesy of Rick Adams

Invariant: compelling relationship 
reflected in extensive real-world data



Why An Empirical Science?

Perspective #1:
Boy do things change fast …

Perspective #2:
Boy they change even faster …



= 80% growth/year



Data courtesy of Rick Adams & 
David C. Lawrence



= 75% growth/year



Abuse
Arrives



The Worm Era 
Begins



The Worm Era 
Begins

Cybercrime starts 
to take off



Observations of the Problem Domain



Data Issues
• Where do security empiricists get data?
• Hugely sensitive & difficult to anonymize

– De facto standard: handshake deals / collaborations
• Attacks = easy part; background = hard part
• Major ground truth issues
• Hugely complicates desire for reproducing 

results
• Analogous issues arise for deep validation

– How to test new approaches in realistic settings?
• Makes us opportunists



Invariants & Time Scales
• How quickly does the landscape change?
• For research purposes, one key time 

constant is invariants that hold for ≥ 5 years
– i.e., Ph.D. dissertation

• Given these are rare,
How important is reproducibility?



Why Is This Harder than 
Hard Science?

• Our environment not only continually 
evolves, but does so guided by intelligence

• Secure systems have to deal with events 
that occur with probability of measure zero
– (John Doyle, Cal Tech)



Why Is This Softer than 
Hard Science?

• Both the adversaries and targets are human
• Salient issues are: behavior, motivation, 

relationships, incentives/economics, 
perceptions, values (S. Savage)

• Where do our invariants come from?
– Intelligent opponents fundamentally imply change

• OTOH, in some ways people don’t change …



Axiom of Criminal Laziness

Cybercrooks will work energetically to 
sustain their current cash flow …

… but will not look out strategically
beyond it to serve their long-term 
interests.



The Power of Holistic Analyses …
… and Opportunism 





Phases of the Spam Value Chain

If we were to “snip” a link in this chain, which one 
would be the most disruptive for our least expenditure?
Measuring URLs, DNS servers, HTTP redirection, etc. all 
a matter of energetic crawling & recording.
But merchant banks / Visa / “fulfillment” ?













If we were to “snip” a link in this chain, which one would 
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Dear webmasters,

Due to the recent developments which led to all our bank and processing accounts being jeopardized, we have to 
inform you, that functioning of the Medinc partnership program will be discontinued, as no reliable solution has been 
found to keep it working, and the debts to suppliers and partners keep increasing.

We were happy to work with all of you, and we are very sorry that we can’t cooperate with you anymore within this 
project.

If we manage to find a reliable processing solution to resume working, all webmasters will receive an email notification 
sent to the address submitted during registration.



6/29/2012

Dear Partners,

As you may have noticed, in the last couple of days we've had problems 
with processing. We don't have a solution yet, and there is no concrete 
time when it will be resolved.
…….
From this point forward, GlavMed is switching to a "PAUSED" mode. No 
new orders will be processed until the processing issue is resolved. 
……..
We urge you to temporarily switch your traffic to other shops/projects.





“Right now most affiliate programs have a mass of declines, cancels and 
pendings, and it doesn't depend much on the program imho, there is a 
general sad picture, fucking Visa is burning us with napalm (for problematic 
countries, it's totally fucked, on a couple of programs you're lucky if you get 
50% through).”
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